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Introduction DMD Code Examples

Dynamical systems

Wikipedia’s definition1 of dynamical system:

In mathematics, [it] is a system where a function describes
the time dependence of a point in a geometric space.

In physics, [it] is described as a “particle or ensemble
of particles whose state varies over time and thus obeys
differential equations involving time derivatives.”

In general, dynamic systems model the world we live in, especially
how things change and coevolve in time, with differential equations.

They describe and characterize the evolving behaviors of fluid
dynamics, neuroscience, disease models, social network, ...

1Wikipedia: Dynamical system

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamical_system
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Dynamical systems

Figure 1: Falling apple2and F = ma

Figure 2: Lorenz attractor3

Figure 3: SIR model4

Figure 4: Rayleigh–Bénard convection

Figure 5: Stock market5

2Pinterest: Gravity art: A young Issac Newton was sitting under an apple tree
3Wikipedia: A solution to the Lorenz attractor
4Wikipedia: A single realization of the SIR epidemic model
5Towards Data Science: Simple Stock Price Prediction with ML in Python — Learner’s Guide to ML

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/604186106233792527/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenz_system#/media/File:Lorenz_attractor.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compartmental_models_in_epidemiology
https://towardsdatascience.com/simple-stock-price-prediction-with-ml-in-python-learners-guide-to-ml-76896910e2ba
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Dynamical systems
A simple example is a system of coupled differential equations:

dx
dt

= f (x, t, u;β)

state (vector)

a vector that contains the
minimal number of values that
needs to describe the system

dynamics (vector field)
a set of functions that describes

the dynamics of states

often UNKNOWN & NONLINEAR
for modern systems of interest

time

actuation (vector)

a vector of all the variables with
active control over to change

system behavior (control knobs)

parameters

all other parameters without ex-
plicit control, but want to study
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Data-driven modeling of dynamical systems

data
experiments, simulations, measurements, historical records, ...

challenges
unknown dynamics, nonlinearity, high-dimension, multi-

scale, latent/hidden variables, chaotic, noise, uncertainty, ...

physics-based
approach

write down Newton’s
law/Lagrangian/

Hamiltonian

traditionally derive
equations of motion
from first principle

data-driven
approach

applications
future state prediction
(ensemble, statistical),

design/optimization,
control,

interpretability &
physical intuition

techniques
linear/sparse regression,

neural networks/deep learning,
genetic programming, ...
e.g. Koopman spectral analysis,

dynamic mode decomposition (DMD),
sparse identification of nonlinear

dynamics (SINDy), deep autoencoder
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Integration with machine learning

Figure 6: Selected videos of combining data-driven techniques with sparse machine learning, autoencoders, and deep learning
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Origin of the DMD method
A data-processing method introduced by Peter Schmid6 in the fluid
dynamics community. Purely a data-driven method, not requiring of
any knowledge of the underlying equations of motion.

Figure 7: Screenshots of abstract and figure of the seminal paper

6Peter J. Schmid. ”Dynamic mode decomposition of numerical and experimental data.” Journal of Fluid Mechanics 656: 5-28, 2010.
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Origin of the DMD method
A data-processing method introduced by Peter Schmid6 in the fluid
dynamics community. Purely a data-driven method, not requiring of
any knowledge of the underlying equations of motion.

“For numerical simulations the Arnoldi method and various other
decomposition techniques provide the tools to extract this desired
information [on the underlying fluid flow]. For experimental data,
[...], no such decomposition exists that could provide temporal

dynamic characteristics together with spatially coherent structures.

The DMD offers a tool for extracting dynamic information from a
sequence of uniformly sampled flow measurements. The resulting
modes represent the relevant flow structures that contribute most
to the overall ‘evolution’ captured in the measurement sequence.”

6Peter J. Schmid. ”Dynamic mode decomposition of numerical and experimental data.” Journal of Fluid Mechanics 656: 5-28, 2010.
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The Koopman operator
DMD was later connected to nonlinear dynamical system theory
“Koopman theory7” by Rowley et. al.8 Since then, DMD has been
applied to robotics, neuroscience, finance and many research fields.

Figure 8: Screenshot of Koopman operator from Kutz et. al.’s book

nonlinear, finite dimension linear, infinite dimensionapproximation

7Bernard O. Koopman. ”Hamiltonian systems and transformation in Hilbert space.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America 17(5): 315, 1931.

8Clarence W. Rowley, Igor Mezić, Shervin Bagheri, Philipp Schlatter, and Dan S. Henningson. ”Spectral analysis of nonlinear flows.”
Journal of Fluid Mechanics 641: 115-127, 2009.
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The DMD definition9

Suppose we have a dynamical system

dx
dt

= f (x, t, u;β), (1)

and two sets of data,

X =

 | | |
x1 x2 · · · xm−1
| | |

 , X′ =

 | | |
x2 x3 · · · xm
| | |

 , (2)

DMD computes the leading eigendecomposition of the best-fit linear
operator A relating the data X′ ≈ AX without computing A.

The DMD modes, i.e. dynamic modes, are the eigenvectors of A,
and each DMD mode corresponds to a particular eigenvalue of A.

9Jonathan H. Tu, Clarence W. Rowley, Dirk M. Luchtenburg, Steven L. Brunton, and J. Nathan Kutz. ”On dynamic mode
decomposition: Theory and applications.” Journal of Computational Dynamics, 1(2):391-421, 2014.
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The DMD architecture

Figure 9: Screenshot of DMD overview from Kutz et. al.’s book
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The DMD algorithm

1. take the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of X

2. compute Ã, the r× r
projection of the full matrix
A onto POD modes

3. do eigendecomposition on Ã

4. reconstruct the eigenvector
Φ of A, i.e. modes

Dynamic mode decomposition

X ≈ UΣV∗ (a)

Ã = U∗AU = U∗X′VΣ−1

(b)

ÃW = UΛ (c)

Φ = X′VΣ−1W (d)
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Singular value decomposition (SVD) preview/revisit
Data reduction tool to reduce high-dimensional data into key
features. Tailor a coordinate system based on the data.

Figure 10: SVD on Wikipedia Figure 11: For SVD details, please read Unit 2 notes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
https://courses.seas.harvard.edu/courses/am205/slides/am205_unit2.pdf
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Group activity: code up your own DMD function!

Complete the Colab notebook. Follow the comments.
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Additional remarks on DMD
DMD can obtain linear reduced-order models for high-dimensional
nonlinear complex systems. From the given data, it extracts
coherent spatiotemporal patterns that dominates the measurements.

Figure 12: Comparison10between DMD and
SINDy in capturing the quadratic behavior

I Linear DMD works well on nonlinear
high-dimensional systems with dominant
periodic/quasi-periodic behaviors, e.g.
vortex shedding, even if the underlying
physics is strongly nonlinear.

I However, if the system has strong
transient or intermittent phenomena,
then more general nonlinear frameworks
should be used instead.

10YouTube: Kernel Learning for Robust Dynamic Mode Decomposition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOy9_4VD5Ow&list=PLMrJAkhIeNNR6DzT17-MM1GHLkuYVjhyt&index=29
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Epidemiology: analyze infectious disease data11

Abstract population into groups according to their disease status,
e.g. susceptible–infectious–recovered (SIR) model.

dS

dt
= −β IS

N
dI

dt
= β

IS

N
− γI

dR

dt
= γI

11Chapter 11 Epidemiology, Dynamic mode decomposition: data-driven modeling of complex systems, Kutz et. al.
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Epidemiology: analyze infectious disease data11

DMD is instead used to discover dynamical characteristics purely
from data (Question: how to collect and organize the data?):

I eigenvalues: offer dynamic characteristics such as growth/decay
and oscillatory behavior of each dynamic mode

I each element of dynamic mode vector:

I absolute value of the element provides a measure of the spatial
location’s participation of that mode

I (if complex-valued) the angle btw. the real and imaginary parts
describes the phase of that element relative to the others
oscillating at the frequency associated with that mode

11Chapter 11 Epidemiology, Dynamic mode decomposition: data-driven modeling of complex systems, Kutz et. al.
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Epidemiology: analyze infectious disease data11

11Chapter 11 Epidemiology, Dynamic mode decomposition: data-driven modeling of complex systems, Kutz et. al.
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Fluid dynamics: extract structure from vortex street

U = the characteristic (free stream) flow speed
L = the characteristic length scale

ν = the kinematic viscosity of the fluid

Figure 13: Vortex shedding on the scale of island and clouds12
Figure 14: Vortex shedding on the scale of
island and clouds12

12Wikipedia: Kármán vortex street

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%A1rm%C3%A1n_vortex_street
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Fluid dynamics: extract structure from vortex street

U = the characteristic (free stream) flow speed
L = the characteristic length scale

ν = the kinematic viscosity of the fluid

Re

(
∂~u

∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u

)
= −∇p+∇2~u

nondimensionalized incompressible Navier–Stokes equation

Reynolds number Re =
UL

ν
=

inertial forces
viscous forces
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Fluid dynamics: extract structure from vortex street

Figure 15: The first 9 DMD modes of vortex shedding when Re = 120 (simulated with a lattice Boltzmann fluid solver)



Summary

I what is a dynamical system
I a system of coupled differential equations
I (physical) meaning of each term

I how to do data-driven modeling of dynamical systems
I techniques: machine learning, sparse/linear regression, ...
I challenges and applications

I dynamic mode decomposition (DMD)
I construct a low rank linear operator that best maps high-dimensional

nonlinear data forward in time
I originated in fluid dynamics: analyze experimental data
I connection with the Koopman operator: nonlinear → linear
I four-step algorithm
I analysis and reconstruction w.r.t. complex variable and Fourier analysis
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